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intRoDuCtion

The Forum was opened by two of the world’s 
most reputable and influential management 
Thinkers, Linda gratton and Tammy erickson who 
together uncovered the future challenges and 
opportunities that are drastically changing the 
way we think about work; equipping ourselves 
with the knowledge, tools and resources to create 
meaning, guide strategy and boost prosperity.

Facilitating a series of panel discussions, thought 
exchange, case studies and keynotes the summit 
also welcomed Jens Hofma, Ceo uK, pizza Hut 
and sir Clive Woodward, england rugby World 
Cup Winning Coach & Team gB director of sport, 
London 2012.

takeaways from the Summit Chairs

our summit theme was ‘Building Intelligent 
organisations’. Throughout the two days, we 
heard from a wide variety of senior Hr and 
business leaders openly share their expertise, 
knowledge and experiences on how they had 
built people capacity, capability and confidence. 
The summit also carefully considered how we 
should respond to and moreover influence the 
challenging social, economic and political context. 
The apparently growing prevalence of ‘fake news’, 
‘alternative facts’ and disparagement of experts, 
has perhaps never made it more important for us, 
as senior Hr professionals, to guide and influence 
our businesses to act with wisdom, and to 
strive for intelligent, responsible and prosperous 
organisations. so how do we achieve this? 

attending the Hrd summit is a great start. 

The two-day event offered us the opportunity to 
network and collaborate with peers, to share new 
knowledge, to learn, and to invest in ourselves, 
our careers, our organisations and the wider Hr 
profession. attendees left with a head full of ideas 
and a pocket full of business cards.

We were asked by one attendee whether there 
was one single take-away from the summit. 
Considering the breadth and depth of the event, 
it was tricky to offer an explicit answer. However, 
the summit did demonstrate that one supposition 
may ring true - that the most important word we 
have in the workplace is the question “why?”, this 
enables us to keep challenging, keep provoking, 
keep learning, keep progressing and of course to 
keep building intelligent organisations.

the 15th HR Director Summit, held on 31 January and 1 February 2017 welcomed 
700+ Senior HR and Business leaders from across the globe from industries 
ranging from telecommunications, pharmaceuticals and finance. leaders from 
companies, including google, BBC, Facebook, Fitbit group Health and Cisco, joined 
in Birmingham to address key challenges and disruptions re-shaping the industry. 

andrew dodman

Chief operating officer, 

The university of sheffield 

Jabbar sardar

Hr director,  

BBC Television 
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letteR FRom ouR 
Summit keynoteS

These technologies allow new ways of 
working. They dramatically reduce the cost of 
communication – transactions, coordination, 
pattern detection and make it possible to find 
almost anyone or anything, anywhere easily 
and quickly. progressive businesses will rethink 
processes, incorporating more shared resources. 
organisations will consist of a flexible community 
of people, with a small number of core employees 
and a wide community of individuals who are 
tapped for specific tasks at specific moments in 
time.  projects will represent the core organizing 
principle for work.

These technological trends are combined with an 
unprecedented increase in healthy and productive 
lives. Indeed, since the 1850’s life expectancy has 

been rising every decade and right now in the uK 
for example, it is predicted that 50% of babies 
born in 2007 will live to 103. There are many 
consequences of this – perhaps most starling is 
the impact on retirement and pensions - many 
young people should expect to work into their 
late 60’s and 70’s. This heralds the break-up of 
the ‘three-stage life’ of fulltime education, fulltime 
work and fulltime retirement and the emergence 
of a multi-stage life with a greater emphasis on 
intangible assets.  

For companies, these demographic changes will 
shift many existing talent practices.  using older 
workers effectively will require more flexible work 
opportunities – again, project-based engagements.  
attracting younger workers, seeking immediate 

relevance, will require options for variety and 
challenge. Careers will no longer be linear – and will 
be measured by skills, experience, and networks – 
rather than institutional affiliation.  Companies will 
compete for talent based on the commercial value 
of learning provided.  most importantly, successful 
companies will find ways to tap each individual’s 
personal discretionary effort by creating 
environments that encourage adults to want to 
do their best – to innovate, collaborate, and work 
together to build intelligent organisations. 

we live in a time of extraordinary innovations in technology - billions of 
people around the world are linked into each other creating real potential for 
collaboration and task sharing. at the same time, the combination of artificial 
intelligence and robotics is both replacing routine tasks, whilst also creating 
the opportunity for augmenting non-routine work.

Lynda gratton

Thinkers50 and 
summit opening 
Keynote

Tammy erickson 

Thinkers50 and 
summit opening 
Keynote
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Summit HigHligHtS

1 strategy, Leadership, and Boardroom relationships

2 Benefits, engagement, and Wellbeing

3 Talent

4 Business Transformation

5 digital Hr and people analytics

6 organisational development and Learning

7 global Hr and mobility

8 Culture and Inclusion

9 Change management & organisational design

9
streams

700+
senior Hr 
Leaders 

150+
speakers 

60+
exhibitors  

200+
maTCH meetings 

70+
Commercial 

partners  

9
Innovators 

+ 2 HoRSeS anD a DJ 

“ Best part of the event, without doubt, was the atmosphere of the Hrd Cafe. no surprise 
that Hr people are people people, but networking was never so much fun or so natural.”
HRD 2017 attendee
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Summit HigHligHtS ViDeo 

“ This was the first Hr summit that I have 
attended and I thought it was exceptional.  
I have taken so much from these two days, 
it far exceeded the learning I took from 
other Hr leadership programmes and 
courses, and within such a short space of 
time. Incredibly inspirational and a fantastic 
learning opportunity.”
HRD 2017 attendee

“ astounded at quality of whole event; 
logistics, food, speakers, hospitality, 
coordination, location. also, gave me some 
good ideas and equally as important it 
gave me confidence in that some of the 
recommendations I have made are aligned 
to best practice and are quite innovative!”
HRD 2017 attendee
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who wAS there: SpeAkerS

lynda gratton
Thinkers50

tammy erickson
Thinkers50

Adam mckinnon
Mercer | Sirota

Alexander Carstensen
GE Corporate

Alex lock
DAC Beachcroft LLP

Alison esse
The Storytellers

Amanda williams
Quorn Foods

Amy mcDonough
FitBit

Amy Smyth
Right Management

Andy rhodes
Lancashire Constabulary

Angus mcCarey
Hive Learning

Angus ridgway
Potentialife

Anna hlavsova
Infinism

Anna Seely
Mercer

Antony heljula
Peak Indicators

Asesh Sarkar
SalaryFinance

baptiste Derongs
PIPPLET

beatriz rodriguez
GE Oil & Gas Europe

ben bengougam
Hilton Worldwide

ben rowland
Arch Apprentices

brian best
ICS Learn

brian murphy
Citi

bruce greenhalgh
BT

bruce walcroft
CoreHR

Caroline porteous
Adobe Sign

Christian murray
PWC

Chuck Stephens
EMEA, Google

Claire Vaughan
Welsh Ambulance 
Services NHS Trust

Sir Clive woodward
England Rugby World 
Cup Winning Head Coach 
& Team GB Director of 
Sport, London 2012

Craig whaites
The Co-operative Group

Dan hammond
LIW

David Done
RHP

David kenny
Newsweaver

David Styles
StylesFinancial  
Reporting Council

Debbie  bennett-Jackson
Citi

Deborah hely
DAC Beachcroft LLP

Deb oxley
Employee Ownership 
Association

Derek irvine
Globoforce

elena petrou
Aviva

emma rose
Kerry Foods

emma taylor
The Leadership 
Whisperers

lynda gratton tammy erickson Jens hofma Sir Clive woodward Jill larsen Amy mcDonough
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who wAS there: SpeAkerS

Fiona mcbride
Kaplan

Fiona mullan
Facebook

gabbi Stopp
ProShare

gary Cookson
Trafford College

gavin royston
Globality Health

gordon kermode
Kellogg’s

graeme nuttall obe
Fieldfisher

ian bailie
Cisco Systems

ian pettigrew
Retrak

ingrid waterfield
KPMG

Jack kenward
Kingston University

Jacques Quinio
Right Management

James Anderson
Peachy Mondays

James Duigan
World-renowned Health 
and Wellbeing Expert 
and Director of Bodyism

James grant
Weavee Analytics

Jamie true
LifeWorks

Janine tregelles
Mencap

Jason moss
Arch Apprentices

Jeff birk
O.C. Tanner

Jenifer richmond
Jenifer Richmond 
Executive Coaching

Jens hofma
Pizza Hut

Jill larsen
Cisco Systems

Joanne owers
DAC Beachcroft LLP

Jo Swinson
Equal Power Consulting

Joe mamone
DHL Express

John pritchard
Tech Partnership

Jude Jennison
The Leadership 
Whisperers

Julia howes
Mercer

karen woodward
Skills Funding Agency

kat Dunnicliff
United Utilities

kate glazebrook
Behavioural Insights 
Team

kate griffiths-lambeth
Charles Stanley & Co

katerina psychopaida
Sirota

kathryn Austin
Pizza Hut

kathryn kernick
Center for Creative 
Leadership

kathryn naylor
Allegis Global Solutions

kim Atherton
Ovo Energy

kimberly bradshaw
Buzzacott

lauren wright
Glassdoor

leigh lafever-Ayer
Enterprise Rent-A-Car

lena tailor
Innocent Drinks

lesley bowen
Sellafield Ltd

Valerie hughes-D’Aeth Fiona mullan kim Atherton ruth penfold tim munden ben bengougam
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who wAS there: SpeAkerS

liggy webb
Best-selling author

linda kennedy-
mcCarthy
SIG

lisa leighton
WM Morrison 
Supermarkets

lorena Szerman
Soma Analytics

louisa Steensma
Getty Images

luke brynley-Jones
Our Social Times

luke Fisher
ThanksBox

mandy Chooi
ING

maqsood Ahmad obe
NHS England

mara klemich
Heartstyles

mark o’Donoghue
AVADO

mark martin
Foundation Stones Group 
Ltd.

mark white
Transversal

martin waller
ODEON & UCI Cinemas

mathew lowery
Adobe

maxim Strashun
Lenovo

michael Spiers
London City Airport

michele russell
Sony Music

mike ruddle
Capita Talent Consulting

mike taylor
AstraZeneca UK Limited

natalie Jacquemin
Mercer

natasha hanson
NDA

nicholas Shekerdemian
Headstart

nick South
Boston Consulting Group

nick Starritt
Mercer | Sirota

nupur mallick
TCS UK & Ireland

paul waters
Hymans Robertson

philip gibbs
GSK

phyllida hancock
Olivier Mythodrama

pia lee
LIW

piers bishop
WeThrive

ray gibson
StartMonday

rebecca winter
Microsoft

richard Doherty
Workday

richard gregory
Rentokil

richard marsh
Kaplan

richard olivier
Olivier Mythodrama

richard thomas
Capital Law

rob Jones
Cross Rail

rupert mcneil
UK Civil Service

ruth penfold
Shazam

Sally Austin
Costain

louisa Steensma maqsood Ahmad obe gordon kermode toby peyton-Jones lauren wright lorena Szerman
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who wAS there: SpeAkerS

Sally earnshaw
Blue Sky Performance 
Improvement

Sam Conniff
Livity

Sam mcneill
Song Division UK

Simon mounsey
Agilisys

Steve morris
learndirect

Steven ord
The People’s Pension

Suni lobo
Silicon Valley Bank

Susan yell
Warburtons

talita Ferreira
Formerly BMW UK

ted Smith
Wellcome Trust

tim munden
Unilever

tim Sparkes
Hudson

toby peyton-Jones
Siemens

tony brookes
Vacancy Filler

udara ranasinghe
DAC Beachcroft LLP

umang patel
babylon

Valerie hughes-D’Aeth
BBC

yuval Dvir
Google

Susan yell yuval Dvir Steven ord Alexander Carstensen Christian murray mandy Chooi
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who wAS there: DelegAteS

Attendees by industry sector

Financial Services

Health Care

Food / Beverage

Retail
Information Technology

Telecommunications

Automotive

Pharmaceuticals

DelegAteS by inDuStrySize oF CompAnieS in AttenDAnCe

Seniority oF AttenDeeS

33% of companies were large enterprise level or above

10,000+

5,001 - 10,000

1,001 - 5,000

1 - 1,000

33%

10%

28%

29%

C-Level / Partner / VP

Director

Head

16%

44%

40%

60% of attendees are HR Director or above
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whAt wAS SAiD: key tAkeAwAyS 

leADerShip

Chief Executive Office of RHP, David Done on 

putting people at the heart of your business 

strategy 

•  Inspire people with a strong vision and  

aim high

• Find people who share your passion 

•  Define your culture – what makes you special 

– and protect it like crazy

David Done, CEO 

StrAtegy

HR is not a function it is a movement - it 

needs to flex to the demands of the business 

and provide clarity, drawing clear links 

between the business and people plan. HR 

leaders need to ask more practical questions 

on embarking on change journeys like ‘does 

this actually make sense’. 

Susan yell, HR Director

boArDroom relAtionShipS

Governance accountabilities can have legal 

consequences and it is surprising how many 

board members do not fully understand 

their own liabilities. A key role that HR can 

play at the Board is to ensure that there is 

a culture of awareness, transparency, and 

constructive challenge. 

David Styles, Corporate Governance
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engAgement

Transparency is here to stay - employers need to share whether good or 

bad. Transparency = Accountability but also = Opportunity and needs to 

be embraced. 

lauren wright, Head of Global Business Expansion

wellbeing

To truly engage employees there is a need to appeal to an individual’s 

sense of wellbeing to drive discretionary effort - “create that 

psychological contact”. 

Andy rhodes, Deputy Chief Constable
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the DiSCuSSion

growth in populArity oF mASter truStS

Within five years, master trusts could make up 13% of the DC pensions 

market, accounting for £70 billion in assets. Aon Hewitt’s Master Trust 

Market Insight Report supports these claims, with 55% of respondents 

planning to use master trusts for at least some part of their DC workforce 

within the next five years, compared to only 37% of respondents that are 

using them today.

whAt wAS SAiD: key tAkeAwAyS 

beneFitS

Aon hewitt hosted a ‘lunch and learn’ at hrD 2017, bringing a group 
of hr leaders together to discuss the results of the 2017 Aon master 
trust market insight report, focussed on uncovering the benefits, 
challenges and opportunities of master trusts. the discussion was 
hosted by tony britton, head of Delegated DC Consulting at Aon.

Chart 1: how much do master trusts feature in your current and future plans?

Use a master trust for part of DC workforce

Use a master trust for all or part of DC workforce

Do not use master trusts – DB only

Do not use master trusts – GPP only

Do not use master trusts – own DC trust-based scheme

17%
34%

20%
21%

24%
20%

20%
18%

38%
25%

now in 5 years
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“  One in three of those surveyed said they 
had no idea what income they could expect 
to receive in retirement….[it’s] clear that the 
employer should also be worrying most about 
this knowledge gap. For when it comes to 
DC pensions, our survey suggests that 62 
per cent rely on their company scheme to 
be their primary income source in retirement 
and 48 per cent will follow whatever their 
employer puts in place. The onus it seems - at 
least from the point of view of the majority of 
employees - is clearly on the employer.”

Aon hewitt lunCh AnD leArn 
31st January 2017, The ICC Birmingham
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wHat waS SaiD: key takeawayS 

BeneFitS (continued)

tHe SHiFt to pRoFeSSional goVeRnanCe

Throughout the survey respondents consistently cited a shift to 

professional governance as one of the most attractive elements of moving 

to master trusts, and considered cost and quality as key to choosing 

between them.

The two options regarding a shift in governance – introducing professional 

governance and the reduction of company/own trustee governance – were 

each chosen almost twice as often as the third most popular choice.

tHe engagement CHallenge

member engagement remains an issue so it is little wonder it is ranked in 

the top five of important aspects of differentiating between master trusts. 

master trusts offer strong potential to address the engagement challenge, 

and respondents said that the keys to their success are the effectiveness of 

their design and use of technology to communicate with members.

While there are inevitable challenges and changes ahead — who will 

survive; what form ‘greater protections’ will take – all the signs, including 

the results of this survey, point to master trusts holding an increasingly 

important place in the provision of dC retirement savings in future.

15

Chart 2: what do you think are the most important aspects of master 
trusts that make them attractive?

professional governance

reduced company/own trustee governance

ability to consolidate legacy plans

set up to accept all members

ability to offer decumulation solutions inside product

75%

75%

40%

38%

36%

tony Britton
Head of delegated

dC Consulting
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whAt wAS SAiD: key tAkeAwAyS 

tAlent

Modern employees need to feel genuinely 

connected to the purpose of the organisation; 

They want to see and feel how their work fits 

into their overall story, and understand the 

possibilities that working for your business holds.

ruth penfold, Director – Talent Acquisition

Leadership development in the modern 

world is held back by tradition, many 

development programmes fail to meet what 

it takes to lead today.

nick Starritt, Managing Director

The only way to deliver a concrete “value-

add” to your organisation is to align it to the 

strategy and goals, and then measure it, that 

way it will happen.

linda kennedy-mcCarthy, HR Director
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buSineSS trAnSFormAtion, ChAnge mAnAgement AnD orgAniSAtionAl DeSign

Organisational development is a fundamental requirement for change - 

especially when cost-cutting is required.

Valerie hughes-D’Aeth, HR Director

McKinsey found that 70% of change programmes failed to deliver on 

their purpose. To fill in the missing jigsaw gap in the change process it is 

essential to be acutely aware of the actions required to process the change 

and create possibilities.

mike Straw, CEO and Managing Partner
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whAt wAS SAiD: key tAkeAwAyS 

DigitAl hr AnD people AnAlytiCS

3 fundamental components to digital transformation: technology, 
business and people. 

1.  Technology requires proper infrastructure and use of data. It is important 

that the data does not become a tool to drive a certain agenda, but a 

means of understanding the organisations functioning. 

2.   People, considers the reality of how technology can change work, and 

that considering that employees are all over the world and on different 

schedules, the traditional mode of working is no longer really necessary. 

3.  Business, underlines the importance of a firm being closely involved 

with emerging technology and using it in an effective manner. 

Organisations need to reinvent in order to be on par with advancing 

models and technology. 

yuval Dvir, Head of Online Partnerships

Only 23% of HR teams are receiving specialist digital training. HR must 

identify the skills they need and have a plan. 

mark o’Donoghue, Global MD 

To succeed in today’s rapidly evolving business we must

1.  Provide on-demand insights to our people that enable the to make the 

right decisions

2.  Create a high performing liquid workforce by aligning the right people, to 

the right work, at the right time, in the best teams

3.  Create a consumer-driven employee experience responsive to the unique 

needs of our people

ian bailie, Global Head, Talent Acquisition and People Planning Operations 
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whAt wAS SAiD: key tAkeAwAyS 

orgAniSAtionAl DeVelopment AnD leArning

We all have subconscious behaviours that are triggered in certain 

situations. Understanding these and what triggers them can help us all have 

better interactions with others. 

mara klemich, Consulting Psychologist 

LD role needs to change from content provider to curator, from cost center 

to promoter from controller to empoweree. 

richard gregory, Director of HR Operations & Organisational Effectiveness, 

More is better but not through surveys! Having more regular dialogues with 

employees throughout the year is more effective to understand employee 

engagement. Employee engagement should not strive for high numerical 

levels of engagement. What’s more important is to get a sense on whether 

employees buy into the company’s purpose, or do employees feel they can 

contribute and learn. 

Joel Casse, Global Head of 

Leadership Development

katerina psychopaida,   
Business Psychologist

michael Spiers,                    
Chief People Officer

natasha hanson, Head of HR 

Strategy and Delivery
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Culture AnD inCluSion 

A common theme that runs through the various 

elements of the workplace culture at Facebook 

lies in risk and risk taking. Authenticity, caring, 

social and diversity are all key concepts that 

underline the culture at Facebook. The aim is 

to establish an open culture where employees 

are encouraged and feel comfortable to be 

themselves, based on the assumption that this 

fosters greater creativity and commitment. 

Fiona mullan, Head of HR EMEA 

With technology revolutionising the workplace 

it is important that business leaders adapt 

and create an inclusive culture where working 

together creates trust and addresses fears. 

Leadership is no longer about command 

and control. Simple ideas such as faith-swap 

holidays at O2 have made a big difference in 

creating a culture of trust as employees were 

involved in the problem-solving process. 

Ann pickering, HR Director 

To determine the right leadership for the 

company, it is critical to focus on three things: 

context (business context and prioritization 

of needs), person (self awareness, sense of 

responsibility, courage, agility, integrity) and 

culture (performance culture - define how we 

will win) 

mandy Chooi, Global Director of Strategy & 

Innovation for HR 

whAt wAS SAiD: key tAkeAwAyS 
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globAl hr AnD mobility 

HR Strategies during Brexit: 

1. Workforce planning  2. Retain older workers

3. Invest in training for current employees 

4. Building links with schools to access talent  

5.  Overcome divide by understanding different cultures and values 

Jo Swinson, Former Employment Relations Minister and    

Director of Equal Power Consulting  

An individual with a global mindset has the ability to connect with people from 

different cultures, whilst staying authentic. Top 5 tips for having a global mindset: 

1. Awareness  2. Appreciating cultures  3. Decoding behaviours 

4. Be transparent and open  5. Bridge builder between employees 

louisa Steensma, Vice President, Human Resources Europe,   

Middle East, Africa and India
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EXPERT
   GUIDANCE

gives your employees’ DC journey 
        the direction it needs

Bringing together the best of our DC, investment and member 
engagement expertise to drive better member outcomes.

The Aon MasterTrust can help employers to meet their pension governance and 
performance responsibilities, as well as minimise administrative workloads and costs.

By combining robust investment design and unique member engagement tools 
with a service delivered by experts, The Aon MasterTrust supports employers to 
address their DC challenges — now and in the future.

To learn more, call +44 (0)800 279 5588, visit aonhewitt.co.uk/mastertrust 
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whAt wAS SAiD: SoCiAl meDiA 

the hr Directors Summit brought together the most senior 
gathering of hr Directors in europe to discuss building intelligent 
organisation’s, relive the two days via social media below:
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relive the full two days here

#hrdsummit17     |     www.hrdsummit.com

https://storify.com/HREvent/hrd-summit-2017
https://www.linkedin.com/company/hrd-connect
https://twitter.com/hrevent?lang=en


innoVatoR17 

new to the HR Director Summit was our HRinnovator17 
zone. think Dragon’s Den! During these bite-sized 15 
minute presentations we heard from our short-listed start-
ups, innovators and disruptors who showcased their radical 
approach to a product, solution or service. 

CongRatulationS to Soma analytiCS

“ soma analytics gave a great 
presentation showcasing their 
solution to a problem not many 
others have cracked.”
innovator17 Judge
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AwArDS wrAp-up

the 2017 hr Distinction Awards recognises the year’s most creative and 
engaging hr projects along with those who have pioneered them. this year 
saw a record number of awards entries and we would like to extend our 
congratulations to all of those shortlisted. 

The world of work is changing at an unprecedented rate, shaped by 
technology, changing demographics, and the global business arena. To remain 
effective in this landscape, businesses too must transform. We are honoured 
to showcase the disruptors who are building intelligent organisations and 
engaging the new workforces that lead this change, inspire others to do so, 
and raise the profile of HR.

DISTINCTION IN

DeVeloping Future tAlent
SPONSORED BY THE PEOPLE’S PENSION

DISTINCTION IN

emerging leADer in hr
SPONSORED BY GLOBALITY HEALTH

DISTINCTION IN

employee engAgement
SPONSORED BY SALARYFINANCE
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AwArDS wrAp-up

DISTINCTION IN

heAlth AnD wellbeing
SPONSORED BY VIRGIN PULSE

DISTINCTION IN

inCluSion AnD DiVerSity
SPONSORED BY CAPITA

DISTINCTION IN

innoVAting through teChnology
SPONSORED BY NATURALHR

DISTINCTION IN

leADing trAnSFormAtionAl ChAnge
SPONSORED BY AVADO

DISTINCTION IN

people DeVelopment
SPONSORED BY LIW
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AwArDS wrAp-up

DISTINCTION IN

tAlent mAnAgement
SPONSORED BY NEW STREET GROUP

DISTINCTION IN

hr DireCtor oF the yeAr
SPONSORED BY BARCLAYS / SOLIUM

DISTINCTION IN

hr teAm oF the yeAr
SPONSORED BY O.C. TANNER

DISTINCTION IN

people-FoCuSSeD Ceo oF the yeAr
SPONSORED BY SANTA FE RELOCATION SERVICES
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kAthryn AuStin
PEOPLE & MARKETING DIRECTOR

Stephen FitzpAtriCk
CEO
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thAnk you to our ADViSory boArD

kathryn Austin
People & Marketing

Director

Catherine berney
International Leadership

and Organisational 
Development Consultant

Joel Casse
Global Head of

Leadership
Development

mervyn Dinnen
Social Media, Recruitment

and HR Blogger

mark ellis
Director

philip gibbs
Organisation and People 

Analytics Director

Dan hammond
Director

megan peppin
Organisational

Development Specialist
and HR Blogger

Ann pickering
HR Director

peter reilly
Principal Associate

Dr melissa k. hungerford
VP, Global Talent Management 

and Inclusion

tricia riley
HR Director

Jabbar Sardar
HR Director

maxim Strashun
Head of Talent

Development EMEA

perry timms
Social Learning Strategist
and leading HR Blogger

Jo ward
Head Of HR,

NPTC Confectionery

Susan yell
HR Director

the programme for the 2017 hrD Summit is developed in collaboration with the hrD Advisory board. 
we thank them for their continuous contribution and support.
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wendy Cartwright
Head of HR

Restoration and
Renewal Programme 

tal ben-Shahar
Co-founder,

Chief Learning Officer
and Author

will peachey
SVP, Head of

Global Talent and
Human Resources, 

Infrastructure Services
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CommerCiAl pArtner SuCCeSS Story

“ The HRD Summit offers 
a brilliant opportunity 
to meet with key 
decision makers who are 
engaged and open to 
discussions. The content 
shared in keynotes and 
breakout sessions is of an 
exceptional standard and 
is hugely valuable for HR 
leaders. We are looking 
forward to participating 
again next year.”

ian Feaver   
VP European Sales    
and Marketing

your Aim in AttenDing  
the Summit

•  Our main objectives for any event or exhibition 

we attend is to increase brand awareness, further 

our thought leadership and gain genuine leads

•  In order to do this we make a conscious effort to 

always be allowed to provide a speaker

•  We also aim to speak to key decision makers in 

order for real leads to be generated.

the reSultS

•  We gained over 30 genuine leads from the 

summit which we have gone on to have excellent 

discussions with, far exceeding our expectations

•  The summit acted as an excellent platform to 

further our brand awareness and our speaker was 

able to deliver a very successful keynote which 

resonated with those that attended 

•  The 1 to 1 meetings were hugely influential in 

our lead generation activities and provided 

us with an unparrelled oppourtunity to speak 

directly to key decision makers about issues 

facing their organisations and the solutions O.C. 

Tanner can offer.

whAt ADViCe woulD you 
giVe to thoSe Joining the 
Summit For the FirSt time?

Take advantage of the one to one meetings and  

make the effort to reach out to these contacts 

in advance. Also ensure that you have enough 

staff attendees to cover your stand while these 

meetings are taking place. 

woulD you reCommenD  
the Summit to other 
Solution proViDerS? 

We would be more than happy to recommened to 

other solution providers. 
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CommerCiAl pArtner SuCCeSS Story

“ In our experience, the HRD 
Summit offers a fabulous 
cross section of market 
intelligence. The speakers 
are always of the highest 
calibre, the set-up and 
organisation is outstanding 
and the opportunity 
to listen, interact and 
learn from one’s peers is 
exceptional. As an investor 
in the summit, we have 
been hugely impressed 
by the attention the team 
provide to ensure that we 
maximise this investment.”

Darren lancaster  
Managing Director, EMEA

your Aim in AttenDing  
the Summit

•  As with all events we take part in, we are looking to 

maximise our exposure. Where the summit differs is 

that it provides access to a broader HR community to 

many events of this nature, and importantly, a senior 

decision making audience that is open to a strategic 

talent based discussion. 

•  By taking part, we have been able to demonstrate and 

talk about all aspects of our organisation’s solutions. By 

sponsoring a specific stream, we have had enormous 

exposure to our target audience, strengthening our 

brand and credibility in the market.

the reSultS

•  Due to the length of lead time within outsourced 

solutions, it is hard to quantify the results immediately. 

However, as a direct result of the summit we are having 

extended and strategic conversations with a number 

of organisations who are considering outsourced 

recruitment and wider solutions.

•  Each member of the team was also able to considerably 

add to their personal network of decision makers, which will 

no doubt lead to commercial opportunities in the future.

•  We also hosted a delegate breakfast which gave us direct 

exposure to around 20 delegates – this was a great feature 

that has led to a number of ‘buying’ conversations.

whAt ADViCe woulD you 
giVe to thoSe Joining the 
Summit For the FirSt time?

Download the event app – this is an excellent way to 

identify delegates who you would have an interest in 

meeting, be that from a commercial capacity, or from a 

peer to peer thought sharing perspective. You can also 

message those individuals through the app in advance 

and during the summit to arrange time to meet. Use 

the agenda to plan the talks you would like to attend in 

advance to maximise your time and your take-aways. 

Finally, do your follow up and commit to action – there 

are some fantastic opportunities to build relationships 

that will be lost if you don’t follow up post event. Equally, 

you will get some great ideas to implement or explore in 

your organisation. Until you action them, they will remain 

ideas and the opportunity to implement them will be lost.

woulD you reCommenD  
the Summit to other 
Solution proViDerS? 

Absolutely. The content across all streams was excellent 

and the opportunity to grow your professional network 

is vast. Not least the opportunity to expand your own 

knowledge and pick up new ideas to help you drive 

innovation within your own organisation.
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thAnkS to our SponSorS
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thAnkS to our SponSorS
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ContaCt uS

keen to SHaRe youR StoRy at    
ouR next eVent? inteReSteD in SponSoRing?

penelope Jenkin
senior summit producer

Hrd uK/europe

+44 (0)20 8080 9108 

penelope.jenkin@contentive.com

karl ghamsari
Commercial director

Hrd uK/europe

+44 (0)20 8080 9499 

karl.ghamsari@contentive.com

Shane kemp
delegate sales manager

Hrd uK/europe

+44 (0)20 8080 9594 

shane.kemp@contentive.com

alex Robertson
marketing manager

Hrd uK/europe

+44 (0)20 8080 9596 

alex.robertson@contentive.com

inteReSteD in attenDing     
FutuRe SummitS? inteReSteD in Joining aS a meDia paRtneR?
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